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PTE coaching programs at Kingsway Institute are well designed and result driven programs.  Kingsway 

Institute offers other English language courses and that is also a reason why we know how to teach 

PTE better than others. We can quickly analyze a student’s level to see if they are able to achieve their 

desired result. Our practical tips and expert materials will be a key to a future student’s high score in 

the PTE exam.  

We offer a high-quality PTE preparation course in the Sydney CBD and students have quoted: “We 

have studied PTE course at Kingsway Institute and we have had the best study experience ever!” Our 

PTE coaching programs aim to help students to achieve the best possible result in a PTE exam. PTE 

skills training and practice are enjoyable thanks to our friendly and proactive PTE exam trained 

teachers. Our teachers not only teach the PTE courses but have also taken the test and achieved the 

highest possible score of 90, enabling them to pass down their experience to the students. Our 

teachers are result driven and their objective is to help students to achieve a better result than what 

they desire.  

The structure of our PTE coaching programs involve the newest teaching methods, giving our clients 

the best chances to gain the result needed. We have a traceable record that students who were taught 
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by our teachers have scored higher than the score originally requested. These clients are either happy 

PR holders or successful university/college students.  

 

  PTE ACADEMIC VIP  
 

 Target PTE Score: As required by clients 
 Number of students: 2 
 Course Fee: $1000/PP 
 Duration:  4 Weeks (9 am – 3 pm, Saturday)   
 Hours: 20 hours 
 Next Intake: 9 June 2018 
 Customized and tailored to clients’ needs 
 Exclusive Materials  
 Exam Questions Bank 
 Computer Lab Access: Free 

 
 

This 4-week PTE preparation course is designed for students who wish to improve quickly and want to 

obtain highest possible scores in order to get the required level of points for immigration or university. 

This is our most effective course in terms of boosting a student’s chances in achieving the best possible 

score. The course is customized for two students with one teacher. It is an intensive, 20 hour tailored 

course where both students will receive a custom-made study plan including personalized teaching 

materials. Tips and strategies will be provided to the students to improve on their weaknesses which 

will lead to the best possible score in the PTE exam. Students will be fully prepared for all four sections 

of the PTE Academic exam – Speaking, Writing, Reading and Listening. 

Students will receive training from expert teachers who know how to achieve these high scores. These 

teachers are experienced and have reputable success in helping their students to achieve their goal in a 

very short time. This program can be for students who either did not achieve a required score or for 

newcomers who have not taken the PTE test before.  

In this course, students will receive a detailed description of how to practice for the test. Teachers will 

use effective strategies in class to maximize a student’s understanding of the test. Students will also 

understand how to plan their home study so they can work on their weaknesses. Teachers will help 

students improve in parts of the test where students have limited knowledge and explain through 

practical examples on how to beat the test. Students will also be able to take a PTE mock-up test on the 

computer so they can experience what the test is going to be like (fees apply).  
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